
MINERALOGICALNOTES: No. IX.— TOPAZ, QUARTZ,

MONAZITE, ANDOTHERAUSTRALIAN MINERALS.

By C. Anderson, M.A., D.Sc. (Edin.), Mineralogist.

(Plates xxxvi.-xxxix.)

TOPAZ.

Cow Flat, near Torrington, New South Wales.

(Plate xxxvi., fig. 1.)

Three fine, isolated, colourless crystals, the largest measuring

'1 X 14 X 1-6 cna., have been recently added to the Museum col-

lection ; the exact locality is Meehan's Lease. The crystals,

which have a pyramidal liabit, are slightly waterworn, but tlie

two which were measured gave fairly good signals.

angles.

Forms.
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angle being 64°28. On y (130) are striations with = 29", ap-
proximately. The form O (560) is represented by lines in m( 1 10).

TaTB lilVKK, QUKENSLAND.

(Plate xxxvi., tigs. 2-5.)

For the loan of theHe and other Queensland topaz described in

this paper I am indebted to Mr. H. Dunstan, Government Ge-
ologist of Queensland.

The topaz of the Tate River was shortly described by G. vom
Rath= ; he found the forms m (HO), / (120), /(021), y (041), d
(201), o (221), but did not figure the crystals. The specimens
which I have examined are small, averaging 4 x 6 x "7 cm ; some
are very well formed with smooth Ijrilliant faces giving good
reflections ; the habit is either pyramidal (figs. 2, 3), or domal
(fig. 4). The terminal faces are etched progressively from the
apex downwards, the base when present l)eing quite dull • this

.seems to be a constant feature of worn topaz crystals. The form
V (121), present on one crystal, 1 liave not previously encountered
on the ninnerous Australian crystals which have passed through
my hands.

Below are the average co-ordinate angles obtained from tlie

three measured crystals.
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Stanthorpe, Quebnsland.

(Plate xxxvii., figs. 1, 2.)

The crystal shown in fig. 1 is from Spring Gully ; it measures
•4 X '6 X 1- cm,, and is clear and colourless. The terminal planes

are much corroded and towards the apex even channelled. On
the faces of /(021) are elongated markings the Munt ends of which

are directed towai'ds the apex and the |)ointed ends towards y
(041) ; y is striated parallel to its intersection with f.

MBASURBDAND CALCULATEDANGLES.
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MEANANrJLKS.

Forms.
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tains veins and patches ot clialcopyrite. The mineral was ex-

amined chemically and found to he normal tetrahedrite, contain-

ing copj)er, antimony and sulphur ; no arsenic was detected but it

may be ])resent in slight amount as the quantity available for

testing was very small.

Two crystals were measured ; they show the tetrahedral de-

velopment, the forms present being o (111), o, (1 11), c? (HO), 7i

(211), ?• (332). One line face of the cube was observed. The
crystals are of almost ideal symmetry as represented in the 6gure.

GYPSUM.

Mount Elliott, Gloncurry, Queensland.

(Plate xxxvii., fig. 5.)

Since a short description of a crystal of seleuite from this mine
was published*, additionul specimens have been obtained from

Mr. W. T. Watkin Brown. Particularly fine are the groups of

large, interpenetrating crystals, in the interstices of which are

small well lormed crystals, suitable for goniometric investigation.

The large crystals seem to be without excei)tion twinned on a

(100) and elongated parallel to the c axis, while the smaller

crystals are untwinned and elongated along the a axis, by one

end of which they are usually attached.

Mr. W. H. Corbould, general manager of the mine, has kindly

furnished me with the following particulars of the mode of occur-

rence. "The country rock is slate. The ore body in places is over

one hundred feet wide. . . At the 400 ft. level (No. IV.) the ore

is primary sulphide and, judging by the way the ore makes at this

level and the large vughs, it points to the copjjer being deposited

through ujirising watei's. In all the vughs there is lime.

Between the Nos. II. and III. levels the ore has been alteied in

places and even at the pre.'sent time there is a large amount of

chemiyal action going on, as is noticed by the heat generated. Jt

is between the Nos. II. and III. levels that the selenite is found,

not always in vughs but at times in large deposits —one face 1

saw was quite twenty feet long by fifteen feet high of nothing but

crystals It was a great sight but I regret to say it was used as

flux."

*Aiuler80ii —Rec. Austr. Mus., vii. 1909, p. 276.
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Four crystals were measured ; tliey are about 5 x "2 x -2 cm.

and colourless and transparent as ii;las3. Twelve forms were
identified, the indices and angles being tabulated below.
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QUARTZ

MooNBi, New South Wales.

(Plate xxxvii., fig. 6.)

Mr. D. A. Porter informs me that this fine example of a quartz

crystal twinned on the Japan law (twinning plane ^ (1122)) was
found with several similar twins in situ at a depth of ten or

fifteen feet about two and a half miles S.S.E. from Moonbi
Railway Station. It has the usual flattened form of the Japan
twin and the two segments are united in an irregular line

;

height 2 cm. For measurement each segment in turn was
mounted in the conventional position to furnish the meridian and

polar plane to which the poles of both segments were referred.

ANGLES.

Forms.
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Hepfernan's Lease, Torrin'gton, New South Wales.

(Plate xxxviii.)

Here we have a large Japan twin in a group of untwinned
crystals of quartz. It has the characteristic flattened form.

Towards the bottom of tlie figure can be seen the impression of a

crystal of beryl with prismatic striations, beryl being associated

with quartz at this mine'^.

WULFENITE.

Junction Mine, Broken Hill, New South Waleb.

Plate xxxix., figs. 1,2.)

At this mine wulfenite occurs in small crystals, light red in

colour, of about 3 cm. in diameter. Two somewhat different

habits are recognisable as shown in the . figures. Forms present

are :—c (001), m (110), g (310), k (210), e (101), n (111). The
prisms are not well developed, in being very narrow while

k and q are very much rounded. When both n and e are present

e is the larger and is dull with drusy appearance ; n is bright and
gives a good reflection. In every case there is apparently a

horizontal plane of symmetry.

Leigh Creek, South Australia.

At this locality small brown crystals of wulfenite are associated

with galena. The crystals are very simple, n (111) being the only

form px-esent

MONAZITE.

King's Bluff, Olary, South Australia.

(Plate xxxix., figs. 3-7.)

Monazite was found in October, 1906, in small veins and

vughs in the quartzite at the King's Bluff gold mine"*. It has

also been obtained in the alluvial gold deposits of the same dis-

trict. The Trustees recently acquired a collection of the crystal-

lised monazite from Mr. Charles Bogenrieder, Mining Engineer.

The crystals are about 5 cm. in greatest diameter, and of a

^ Anderson— Rec. Austr. Mas., vii., 1908, p. 62, 63.

"Brown- Record Mines S. Aujtr., 4th Edit., 1908, p. 362,
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reddish brown colour. The faces are often wavy and imperfect,

hence the signals are sometimes hazy and indistinct, and the

readings obtained not goorl. Both simple and twinned crystals

occur.

Four crystals were measured with results as tabulated below
;

the form \ (212) is new. The anglesof c (001), « (120) and < (212)

were obtained from single faces, of .s(l21) and X from two faces.

In addition to the seventeen forms enumerated there were observed

on one crystal (No. I.) a single face each of what may be a (^01)
previously observed on monazite from California Creek, Queens-

land^ (p obs =67°20, calc. 69 43), and a new form (302) (p obs =

49°26, calc. 50 55). The crystal is apparently untwinned, but the

supposed new face (302), wliich consists of small patches giving a

fairly good signal, may possibly belong to the form to (101) (p =
5 0"lO) of a twinned portion.

FORMSAND ANGLES.

Forms.
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The four crystals exhibited the following combinations (i. figs.

3 4 ; iii, figs 5, 6) :—

c (I It III X " .' '' r s f \ V t I z

Cryst. 001 100 010 110 120 101 Fol Oil 111 121 112 212 Ul 212 HZI 211 311

i. — X X X — X X XX X —— X — X X X

ii. — X — X — X — X —- - —— X —— X X

iii. — X X X xxxx X —xxxxxxx
iv. X X — X — X x X X X —

- — X — X X X




